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1. (a) Compare and contrast the OSI model and the DOD model.

(b) Explain network communication using the CISCO layer hierarchy model.

(c) Explain the process of bringing up a Cisco router.

(d) Explain briefly the 3(three) ways of accessing a Cisco router.

2. (a) When a router is first booted, where is the IOS loaded by default.

(b) What is the purpose of configuring passwords on line configurations.

(c) State 5 functions of a Cisco router

(d) What is the maximum number of IP address that can be assigned on a local 
subnet

that uses the 255.255.255.224 subnet mask?

3. (a) How do you set your Telnet password on a router.

(b) How do you set the password for the auxiliary port?

(c) Which commands will encrypt your Telnet password on a Cisco router.

(d) You need to configure a server that is on the subnet 192.168.19.24/29. The router 
has

the first available host address, which address would you assign to the server?

4. (a) If you were designing a network and needed to break up collision domain, at 
which 

Cisco layer would you provide this function? and why? 

(b) List and explain any 7 protocols.

(c) You need to subnet a network that has 5 subnets each with at least  16 hosts, 
which classiful subnet mask would you use.

(d) You work as a network consultant, you are planning a network installation for a 
large

organisation named wilson solutions. The design requires 100 separate subnet 
works, so wilson solutions has acquired a class B network address. What 
subnet mask will provide the 100 subnet works required, if 500 usable host 
address are requires per subnet.

5. (a) Your boss at Network solutions asks you why you are using a router to segment 
at the 

main office. What are the benefits? What should I tell her?

(b) Explain the steps of verifying the status of a Network connectivity.

(c) State 8 components of a Cisco router.

(d) If you want to have 12 subnets with a class C network ID, which subnet mask 
would you use?

6. (a) If you have a network that needs 29 subnets while maximizing the number of 
host ad dress available on each subnet. How many bits must you borrow 
from the host field to provide the correct subnet masks.

(b) What is the broadcast IP for 196.23.250.32/27

(c) State three(3) benefits of subnetting.

(d) Subnet the network address 192.168.10.0 with a subnet of 255.255.255.248.
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